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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.2-rev17
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.2-rev17
Open-Xchange Readerengine 7.8.2-rev5
Open-Xchange Documentconverter 7.8.2-rev6
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #3731.
48598 Calendar sends incomplete Appointment information in CalendarOperation.DELETE
event
Only sent a shallow CalendarDataObject that contained the objectID and parentFolderID but nothing else, which made it impossible in appointment deletion event listeners to compute recurrence
information.
This has been solved by retrieving the complete Appointment object from database when it is not
already available in order to send all the necessary data.
49099 DC doesn’t recognize readerengine crashes but runs into errors or timeouts
Unnecessary display of progress bar with pure UNO paint calls caused sporadic SIG ABORTS.
Replaced ProgressBar bar impl. with dummy code for LIBO HEADLESS mode to solve this issue.
49265 Dropbox Integration - ”Add description” can be used, but is useless
Capability was not checked for external ﬁlestorage accounts.
This has been ﬁxed by checking the capability of the ﬁlestorage account.
49781 Email list: email address displayed instead of display name when DISPLAYFROM is
enabled
Now show display name if DISPLAYFROM is set.
49979 Guest users don’t get deleted
Guest user deletion triggers push listener removal for guests even if they might not have any push
listener registered.
Solution: Consider webmail permission before removing push listeners within the user deletion
process.
49989 Onboarding Wizard Connect Device Tile does not ﬁt into frame
Max-width were applied on whole container.
This has solved by applying max-width for description only.
50038 Expire header wrong for halo pictures
In case the attempt to resolve a contact’s picture returns the fall-back one, direct output to output
stream has been initiated without respect to set proper ”Etag” and ”Expires” headers.
This has been ﬁxed by setting proper ”Etag” and ”Expires” headers also for direct response of the
fall-back picture.
50073 Drive Share link with password and expire Time can not be added
The user attributes table references the id and cid as a foreign key and is therefore not able to
be updated during the same transaction if the password change is done before the insert on the
user attribute table.
Changed the order of the sql statements to solve this issue.
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50300 Mail ”burger” context menu in H-View not on top of all layers
It was possible that the mail ”burger” context menu is partially hidden by the upper layer.
Now the mail ”burger” context menu always come up on the top layer.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

48598, 49099, 49265, 49781, 49979, 49989, 50038, 50073, 50300,
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